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China is a 14 year old male Jack Russell 

Terrier. For several years the vets had 

mentioned at China’s annual vaccinations 

that he had dental disease that was slowly 

getting worse and his owner had noticed that 

he had really bad breath.  

He was booked in for an anesthetic and 

teeth clean. Because he was old, he also 

had a blood test to ensure he was well 

enough for an anesthetic and was on 

intravenous fluids throughout the procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

The first picture is of China’s teeth before his 

dental. As you can see they are very dirty 

and there is inflammation (red) around the 

teeth which means that they were painful. 

After this picture was taken they were 

cleaned, several teeth were removed as 

they were damaged and then the teeth were 

polished. The second picture is after this 

was completed. 

China recovered very well and loves having 

his greenie treats every day to help keep his 

teeth clean.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Persian cats are an old breed originating 

from Persia (which was where Iran is now 

in the Middle East). In the Middle East 

they are commonly known as shiraz or 

shirazi cats. An Italian nobleman first 

brought them to Europe in 1626 and their 

striking flat face made them very popular. 

They then became even more sought 

after in the Victorian era as Queen 

Victoria herself really liked them. 

The original Persian cats were all grey but 

now they come in a kaleidoscope of 

colours. They also have 3 different eye 

colours depending on their coat colour: 

copper, blue and or one of each.  

Their long coat means that they do 

require regular grooming and sometimes 

even clipping as mats can become a big 

problem. They are also prone to entropion 

(turning in of the eye lids) and upper 

respiratory tract infections. The gene for 

polycystic kidney disease (a congenital 

deformity) is also a problem in this breed.  

 

China’s Teeth  29 O’Callaghan Parade 

Horsham, Victoria  

(03) 5381 1996 

www.yourfamilyvet.com.au 

Open Hours 

Monday to Friday 8:30am – 

5:30pm 

Saturday 9 am -12 noon 

 

Joke of the Month 

Q. What cat purrs 

more than any other? 

 

 

A. A Purr-sian! 
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Breed Spotlight: Persian 

 



 

 

            

       

Prescription Medications 
Did you know that there are laws governing how we prescribe medications to your pet? 

The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority controls the licensing of the 

medications we use as well as how we prescribe them. 

If your pet is on medication long term, we need to see them for a checkup, and sometimes 

blood tests, every 6 months so that we can ensure that they are well. This also means that 

we are only able to dispense up to 6 months’ worth of medication or scripts at one time. 

It is really important that you give your pet the medication that we prescribe even if they 

seem better. The course that we have provided is for a reason so make sure you give them 

all as directed on the label. We are trying to guard against creating resistant bacteria and 

causing relapses of disease. You must also only give your pets medication as the label we 

have provided states. Overdosing your pet can make them even more unwell or even 

cause irreparable damage to their liver or kidneys.  

Using medication prescribed to you or to another pet for your pet is illegal. Prescription 

medications must be prescribed to your pet specifically by a registered veterinarian. 

 

Dental Disease  

Did you know that 80% of our pets have dental disease? Dental disease leads to gum 

inflammation (gingivitis) and damage to the bone surrounding the teeth (periodontitis). It is 

caused by a buildup of bacteria on the teeth that then forms plaque and tartar.  

This bacterial buildup means that when a pet has dental disease they have a constant 

bacterial infection in their mouth. This is painful and can ultimately lead to liver, kidney or 

heart failure or to brain and spinal abscesses. This is why we check your pets’ teeth at 

every appointment because dental disease is a serious health problem. 

But what can we do I hear you ask? Some pets are amenable to teeth brushing just like 

us. If you decide to do this, ensure that you use a toothpaste designed for pets as human 

toothpaste often contains products that are toxic to pets. Dental treats, such as greenies, 

are also available to help reduce tartar buildup.  You can even put your pet on a special 

diet designed to help with dental disease or add a solution to their water to help protect 

the teeth.  

If your pet already has significant tartar build up, it most often cannot be dislodged without 

and anesthetic and teeth clean. We have a dental machine similar to those used by human 

dentists. All teeth are scaled and checked for damage before being polished.   

Have you checked your pets’ teeth lately?  
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What’s New 

At Your Family Vet we 

strive to provide you with 

not only the best care for 

your pet but also the best 

experience throughout 

your pets’ life. We have 

recently installed a candle 

on our front desk that will 

be lit when someone is 

saying goodbye to their 

pet. We ask that if you see 

the candle, please be 

respectful as this is a very 

difficult time for owners.  


